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Kautilya wrote in the Arthashastra that a state could be at risk from four different
kinds of threats – internal, external, externally-aided internal and internallyaided external. The internal security scenario of the country has a mix of all the
shades of threats visualized by Kautilya.
Terrorists have spread their tentacles all over the country. J&K continues to be on
the boil with Pakistan continuing to push infiltrators from across the border and
refusing to dismantle its infrastructure of terrorism. The separatist movements in
the north-east have been somewhat contained, but the region continues to be in a
state of turbulence. The Maoist insurrection appears to be ebbing in Central India,
but there are disturbing signs of its expansion in the north-east and some
southern states. Borders, both land and maritime, present formidable challenges
of management.
The major challenges on the internal security front are:






the threat of terrorism, international and domestic;
the separatist movement in J&K aided and abetted by Pakistan ;
the insurgent movements in the North-East;
Left-Wing Extremism; and
Border Management

A brief review of the aforesaid challenges would be necessary to understand their
gravity and take stock of our preparedness to deal with them.

International terrorism poses the greatest challenge to the security and stability
of the country. It was until recently confined to the state of Jammu & Kashmir but
has gradually spread across the length and breadth of the country. The terrorists
are opposed to the very idea of India; they want to destroy its icons and its
symbols. They have been repeatedly causing explosions in Delhi because it is the
political capital of India; they have been repeatedly attacking Mumbai because it
is the commercial hub of the country; they have been perpetrating incidents of
violence in places like Ayodhya and Varanasi because these are the holiest places
of the Hindus; they have been active in Bangalore because it is the IT hub of the
country. In other words, they want to destroy India politically, economically and
culturally. This mindset is best illustrated in the speeches of Hafiz Mohammed
Saeed, the chief of Lashkar-e-Toiba. Speaking in Lahore on November 3, 1999, he
said:
“The jihad is not about Kashmir only …. About 15 years ago, people might
have found it ridiculous if someone had told them about the disintegration
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of the USSR. Today, I announce the break-up of India, Insha-Allah. We will
not rest until the whole (of) India is dissolved into Pakistan.”
Terrorist modules are active in several urban conglomerations. The government
had, in the wake of 26/11, initiated a number of steps to strengthen its anti-terror
capabilities. NSG hubs were set up at Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai.
Twenty counter-insurgency and anti-terrorism schools were raised. The state
governments were advised to augment their police manpower. Coastal security
was beefed up. Multi-agency centre for collection and collation of intelligence was
activated. A National Investigation Agency (NIA) was raised. However, we have
still a long way to go. The counter-terrorism apparatus needs a lot more
strengthening.
The Al Qaeda leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri in a recent video, called upon his
“Muslim brothers” to “raise the flag of jihad in the sub-continent. He also
announced the formation of a new branch of Al Qaeda, Jamaat Qaidat Al-jihad, to
“bring back Islamic rule” in the sub-continent.
The emergence of the ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) in the Middle East and
its concept of Caliphate has given a new dimension to the terrorist threat. Ansarul-Tawheed (AuT), an ultra-religious off-shoot of the Indian Mujahideen, has
declared its allegiance to the Islamic State and its self-styled Caliph, Abu Bakr Al
Baghdadi. In a video, AuT’s ideologue and chief, Abdul Rehman Nadvi, alleged
that the United States, India, Saudi Arabia, Australia, France, Canada and a few
other countries were forming an axis of evil. Expressing his determination to
create an Islamic State in India, Nadvi said: “The Ummah (community) could not
afford to lose this battle as it will mean subjugation for ever”.
The Islamic State has vowed to expand the organization’s war against India, citing
apocalyptic religious prophecies which talk of a global war that will precede the
return of the Mahdi, or redeemer, who will rid the world of evil and pave the way
for the day of judgment. The threat was made in a manifesto – Black Flags from
the Islamic State – released online on jihadist’s platforms on December 1, 2015.
The Home Ministry has been maintaining that the Islamic State has a very limited
impact in India, but there are disturbing reports about Indian Muslims
increasingly gravitating towards the Islamic State rather than aligning with the
older groups like the SIMI, Indian Mujahideen or any other outfit. Two recent
events have sent alarm bells ringing in the security establishment. The National
Investigation Agency busted an Islamic State module in Hyderabad on June 29,
2016 detaining eleven youths who were allegedly plotting powerful bomb blasts
to target VVIPs and crowded places in the City and intended to trigger communal
riots by placing cow and buffalo meat at the Bhagyalakshmi Temple at the base of
the iconic Charminar. The other was the terror attack in Dhaka on July 1, 2016,
when gunmen attacked a Spanish restaurant popular with foreigners in the
diplomatic zone of the Bangladeshi capital. Experts are of the view that there is
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real possibility of the ISIS staging similar attacks in India in the not too distant
future.
Economic terrorism is yet another dimension of international terrorism. Pakistan
has been flooding the country with counterfeit currency with a view to subverting
its economy and funding terrorist activities in different parts of the country.
According to a study carried out by the Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata,
Rupees 400 crore worth of fake currency notes are in circulation in the country at
any given point of time, and Rupees 70 crore worth of FICN are infused into the
Indian market every year. Pakistan’s High Commissions in Dhaka and Kathmandu
are fully involved in these operations. The crime syndicate of Dawood Ibrahim is
also exploited for the purpose.

The Government of India has been committing blunders in Jammu & Kashmir
from the very beginning. Some of the major blunders have been as follows:
1. Referring the matter to UN when the Indian Army was in the process of
flushing out the invaders
2. Nehru’s uncalled for assurance that the wishes of the people of the State
would be ascertained
3. Bartering away the territorial gains of 1965 at Tashkant
4. Indira Gandhi could have dictated settlement of the Kashmir issue in 1972
following the liberation of Bangladesh
5. Release of militants in exchange for Rubaiya Sayeed by VP Singh on Dec 13,
1989
6. Release of militant leaders, including Maulana Masood Azhar, Ahmed Omar
and Mushtaq Ahmed Zargar, in the wake of hijacking of Indian Airlines
flight IC 814 on December 24, 1999.
There has been an escalation of violence in the State. According to a statement
made by Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti on June 21, 145 militants including 54
foreigners are active in J&K. Pakistan has been stoking the flames of insurgency
through its non-state actors. The separatist organizations within the state have
formed a coordination committee, Muttahida Majis-e-Mushawarat (Joint
Consultative Council), to coordinate their agitational activities.
The killing of young Hizbul Mujahideen Commander, Burhan Wani, by the
security forces on July 8, 2016 in Bamdoora village led to prolonged agitation by
separatists in the Valley. It is estimated that about 80 persons have died so far
while at least 5,000, including 2,000 security forces personnel, sustained injuries.
The popular upsurge is being fully exploited by Pakistan. Syed Salahuddin, chief
of Hizbul Mujahideen, vowed on September 3 to block any peaceful political
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resolution to the Kashmir conflict, and threatened to train more Kashmiri suicide
bombers who would turn the Valley into “a graveyard for Indian forces”.
The killing of 19 soldiers of the Indian Army at Uri along the Line of Control on
Sept. 18, 2016 morning by terrorists belonging to Jaish-e-Mohammad has
escalated tensions between the two countries.

North-east has been convulsed with separatist and secessionist movements of
different hues. These movements could broadly be attributed to:
a feeling of neglect by the central government;
false propaganda by leaders of the area;
alienation of tribals;
changes in the demographic pattern caused by the influx of people from
across the borders;
 availability of sanctuaries in Myanmar and Bangladesh;
 assistance to rebel groups by countries inimical to India.





Nagaland has been the epicenter of armed insurrection in north-eastern India.
The sparks later flew to Mizoram, Manipur and Tripura. Assam also witnessed
upheaval due to the large scale influx of foreigners into the State.
The government policy has, broadly speaking, been to:
 assure the tribals that their rights on land would be protected and that
their social customs and cultural traditions would not be interfered with
 take counter-insurgency measures, wherever unavoidable
 implement schemes for the economic development of areas even if these
are witnessing insurgency
 engage the separatist/secessionist groups in political dialogue
 enter into suspension of operations agreements with the insurgent groups
 meet their legitimate aspirations by granting them autonomy or even
statehood
 have understanding with neighboring countries (Bhutan, Myanmar and
Bangladesh) so that the insurgents do not get any shelter there.
Nagaland was having suspension of operations since 1997. More than 60 rounds
of peace talks were held. Ultimately, a framework agreement was signed on
August 3, 2015. It is to pave the way for a final settlement. In a joint statement
issued on August 12, 2016 by government interlocutor for Naga talks, R.N. Ravi,
and NSCN (IM) General Secretary, Thuingaleng Muivah, it was said that the
dialogue to resolve the Naga political issue was “proceeding in the right
direction”.
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Manipur has about 15 militant groups operating in the Valley and the Hill
districts. Three of these – People’s Liberation Army (PLA), United National
Liberation Front (UNLF) and the People’s Revolutionary Party of Kangleipak
(PREPAK) - have combined to form a Manipur People’s Liberation Front (MPLF).
There is another body called CorCom (Coordination Committee) of six Valleybased militant outfits to bring unity among revolutionary groups to free Manipur
from India’s “colonial regime”.
In Assam, the sharpness of ULFA has been blunted, thanks to Bangladesh’s
cooperation. Leaders of the insurgent outfit have shown willingness to negotiate
with the Government of India and abandoned their insistence on recognition of
‘sovereignty’ as pre-condition for talks. Paresh Baruah, commander of the armed
wing of ULFA is, however, opposed to any talks with the Government of India
until the “core issues” of sovereignty and independence of Assam are also
discussed. Baruah has about 150 armed cadres with him and is believed to be
camping in Yunnan province of China.
A disturbing development in the north-east is China’s renewed interest in the
region and culpable involvement with the insurgent outfits. NORINCO or the
China North Industries Corporation, a state owned weapon manufacturing
company, has emerged as the largest supplier of arms to the underground of the
north-east through Myanmar and Bangladesh. It has office in Bangkok and
operates through a network of agents spread over south-east Asia. The charge
sheet filed by the National Investigating Agency (NIA) against Anthony Shimray,
chief arms procurer of the Issac-Muivah faction of the National Socialist Council of
Nagaland (NSCN-IM), specifically mentioned NORINCO, and stated that the NSCNIM rebels had allegedly paid $ 100,000 to NORINCO to buy 10,000 assault rifles,
pistols, rocket propelled grenades and ammunition.
The continued unrest in the north-east is to be attributed essentially to the
following factors:
 an impression among the tribes that the Government of India could be
blackmailed into giving concessions by perpetrating violent incidents;
 widespread corruption among the ruling elite;
 active involvement of foreign intelligence agencies; and
 availability of sanctuaries in neighbouring countries.

Left-wing extremism has been described as the biggest internal security threat to
the country. The salient features of the movement today are:
 Spread over a large geographical area
 Increase in potential for violence
 Expansion in north-east
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 Nexus with other extremist groups
Geographical Spread: The movement which started from a small village in 1967
has spread over a vast swathe of the country during the last over 45 years.
Presently, about 106 districts of the country are affected by incidents of Maoist
violence. These are mostly in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Odisha, and West Bengal.
Potential for Violence: The Naxals’ potential for violence has increased
substantially with their acquisition of sophisticated weapons and expertise in the
use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs). The armed wing of the Maoists - the
People’s Liberation Guerrilla Army (PLGA) - is estimated to be about 8,600
strong; besides there are 38,000 jan militia armed with simple weapons who
provide logistical support to the PLGA.
Expansion in North-East:The Maoists are spreading their tentacles in the northeast and there are disturbing reports about their trying to forge links with the
insurgent outfits active in the region. As noted by a parliamentary panel recently,
“the foray of Maoist into sensitive Northeastern States is fraught with serious
strategic implications, since it has potential trans-border possibilities of
connection, activities or interaction”. The panel went on to say that “the presence
of LWE in north-eastern parts of the country can derail the socio-economic
developmental projects of the Central and State Governments.”
Nexus: The Maoists’ nexus with the other extremist organizations has added to
the complexity of the problem. The PW cadres received training in the handling
of weapons and IEDs from ex-LTTE members. Besides, they have entente cordiale
with the NSCN (IM). Some batches of Naxals received arms training from the
ULFA. Besides, the Communist Party of India (Maoist) has fraternal relations with
the Communist Party of Nepal. The ISI is also trying to reach out to the Maoists.
Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand are the worst Maoist-affected states in the country.
Bihar is in bad shape because the political leadership is unwilling to confront the
problem head on. In Orissa, a lackadaisical administration has enabled the
Maoists spread their wings. In Maharashtra, only Gadchiroli district is badly
affected but there are reports of Maoists trying to spread their influence in what
they describe as the “Golden Corridor” stretching from Pune to Ahmedabad. In
West Bengal, the Marxist government blew hot and cold in tackling the Maoists.
Mamta Bannerji had initially soft corner for the Maoists, but she got disillusioned
and thereafter gave full latitude to the security forces.
The Maoists have recently suffered considerable attrition in their top leadership.
Out of the 16-member politburo, two have been killed while another seven are in
custody; and out of the 39-member central committee, eighteen have been
neutralized, with five killed and thirteen in custody. The Maoists are in some kind
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of a tactical retreat and there has been a gradual decline in the number of violent
incidents perpetrated by them.
The socio-economic dimensions of the problem are recognized and handsome
grants have been released by the Planning Commission for development of the
affected areas from time to time. The unfortunate experience however is that the
benefits of these schemes are not reaching the poorest segments of population
due to bureaucratic corruption.

India has international borders with six different countries:
China
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Myanmar
Nepal
Bhutan

-

4,056 kms.
3,074 kms.
4,095 kms.
1,643 kms.
1,751 kms.
699 kms.
15,318 kms.

Besides, there is a coastline of 5,422 kms; there are also two island territories on
our Eastern and Western flanks accounting for a coastline of 2,094 kms. Securing
these borders poses formidable problems. We have border guarding forces –
Border Security Force, Indo-Tibetan Border Police Force, and the Sashastra
Seema Bal (SSB) to guard the land borders and the Coast Guard to patrol the coast
line.
In India, the challenges of border management acquire added dimensions due to
certain factors peculiar to the country. These are:
 most of our land borders are artificial boundaries and are not based on
natural features like rivers or watersheds
 there are large stretches of un-demarcated land borders
 there are no sanitized corridors along the borders and there is habitation or
cultivation right up to the zero line
 the borders are porous and therefore easily negotiable
 the border guarding forces have been withdrawn from several frontiers and
deployed on counter-insurgency duties

The internal security challenges are formidable. Unfortunately, however, the state
police are today in a shambles and in urgent need of reforms. There have been
any number of Commissions, both at the state and central levels – State Police
Commissions, National Police Commission, Gore Committee, Ribeiro Committee,
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Padmanabhaiah Committee, Malimath Committee, to name only a few - which
made recommendations for reforms, but these received no more than cosmetic
treatment at the hands of government with the result that there has been hardly
any change in the colonial policing which we inherited from the British.
The National Police Commission submitted eight comprehensive reports between
1979 and 1981, covering the entire gamut of police working. Unfortunately,
however, for political reasons, its recommendations were generally ignored. n
1996, a public interest litigation, Prakash Singh vs Union of India, was filed in the
Supreme Court for police reforms. The PIL dragged on for ten years, but at the
end of it the Court gave a landmark judgement on September 22, 2006.

’s
The Supreme Court gave seven directions, out of which six were meant for the
State Governments/Union Territories and one for the Union Government. It
directed the setting up of three institutions, namely:
a)
b)

c)

State Security Commission which would lay down the broad policies
and give directions for the performance of the preventive tasks and
service oriented functions of the police;
Police Establishment Board comprising the Director General of Police
and four other senior officers of the Department which shall decide
transfers, postings, promotions and other service related matters of
departmental officers and men; and
Police Complaints Authority at the district and state levels with a view
to inquiring into allegations of serious misconduct by the police
personnel.

Besides, the Court ordered that the Director General of Police shall be selected by
the state government from amongst the three senior-most officers of the
Department who were empanelled for promotion to that rank by the UPSC, and
that he shall have a prescribed minimum tenure of two years. Police officers on
operational duties in the field like the IG Zone, DIG Range, SP i/c District and SHO
i/c Police Station would also have a minimum tenure of two years.
The Court also ordered the separation of investigating police from the law and
order police to ensure speedier investigation, better expertise and improved
rapport with the people.
The Union Government was asked to set up a National Security Commission for
the selection and placement of heads of Central Police Organizations, upgrading
the effectiveness of these forces and improving the service conditions of its
personnel.
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’
The aforesaid orders were to be implemented by the end of 2006. The time limit
was subsequently extended till March 31, 2007. Seventeen states have passed
Bills/Acts, but unfortunately these are not in keeping with the letter and spirit of
the Court’s directions.
Actually, these were passed to circumvent the
implementation of Supreme Court’s directions. (The judgment contained a
proviso that the directions shall be “operative till such time a new model Police
Act is prepared by the Central Government and/or the State Government pass the
requisite legislations”. The states took advantage of this and passed laws
legitimizing the status quo). The seventeen states are:
1. Assam
4. Gujarat
7. Karnataka
10. Meghalaya
13. Rajasthan
16. Tripura

2. Bihar
5. Haryana
8. Kerala
11. Mizoram
14. Sikkim
17. Uttarakhand

3. Chhattisgarh
6.Himachal Pradesh
9. Maharashtra
12. Punjab
15. Tamilnadu

The other states passed executive orders purportedly in compliance of the Court’s
directions, but actually these orders amend, dilute or modify the directions.

The Thomas Committee which was appointed by the Supreme Court to monitor
the implementation of its directions expressed “dismay over the total indifference
to the issue of reforms in the functioning of Police being exhibited by the States”
in its report dated August 23, 2010.
Justice Verma Committee, which was constituted to examine Amendments to
Criminal Law in the context of a gang rape incident which happened in Delhi on
December 16, 2012, urged “all states to fully comply with all six Supreme Court
directives in order to tackle systemic problems in policing which exist today”. It
went on to say that:
“We believe that if the Supreme Court’s directions in Prakash Singh are
implemented, there will be a crucial modernization of the police to be
service oriented for the citizenry in a manner which is efficient, scientific,
and consistent with human dignity.”

The present position may be summarised as below:
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The Supreme Court issued seven directions on Police Reforms in 2006. Out of
these, six were meant for the state governments and one for the central
government.
Seventeen states have passed Police Acts which do not conform to the letter
and spirit of the Supreme Court’s directions
The remaining state governments have submitted affidavits of partial
compliance. However, even these are not reflected at the ground level.
Central government has yet to pass the Delhi Police Bill.

The Supreme Court’s directions, it needs to be emphasized, are not for the glory
of the police - they are to give better security and protection to the people of the
country, uphold their human rights and improve governance. The police
reorganised and restructured as per judicial directions, would be in a far better
position to deal with the threats to country’s internal security.

Police reforms go beyond the Supreme Court’s directions. It will also be necessary
that the capabilities of the state police and the central armed police forces are
substantially augmented to deal with the multi-dimensional challenges
confronting the country. Action on a number of fronts will be called for.

The police-population ratio in India, according to BPRD Data on Police
Organization (as on January 1, 2015), was 182 policemen per lac of population. In
actual fact however only 139 policemen were on the ground because of the large
number of vacancies. According to information placed before the Lok Sabha on
July 26, 2016 we were short of more than half a million policemen on January 1,
2015. It is absolutely essential that the vacancies are not only filled up but steps
are also taken to increase the sanctioned strength so as to bring us closer to
recognized international standards.

The shortfalls at the State level in respect of




Transport
Communications and
Forensics

need to be made up. The police should have a good fleet of vehicles to meet their
requirements. At present, the police have slightly more than seven vehicles per
hundred police men. Communication facilities also need to be upgraded. It is
ironic that while technology has made such advances, we still have 342 police
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stations which have no telephones and 127 which have no wireless support. What
is worse, there are 54 police stations which have neither telephones nor wireless.
Forensics is an important area, but unfortunately most of the states have
inadequate facilities. On January 1, 2015, a total of 6,54,859 exhibits were
pending examination in different states across the country. Gujarat has made
tremendous advances in this field. Apart from the State Forensic Science
Laboratory in Ahmedabad, there are regional laboratories at Ahmedabad
Junagadh, Rajkot, Surat and Vadodara and one district laboratory in Valsad.
Besides, there are 47 mobile laboratories covering the entire State. There is an
excellent Gujarat Forensic Sciences University also.

The National Police Commission recommended that family accommodation
should be provided to all the gazetted and non-gazetted officers. According to
information available with BPR&D, as on January 1, 2015, only 5.80 lakh family
quarters were available for over 17.21 lakh police personnel in the country.
Housing has a direct impact on the welfare and morale of police personnel. In
several districts policemen live in miserable sub-human conditions. The Times of
India, in its August 3, 2015 issue, carried a news-item under the Caption ‘Our
Cops live in these Hellholes.’ This has to end. The police personnel must have
decent accommodation commensurate with their rank.

A police officer, under section 22 of the Police Act of 1861, is “always on duty”,
which means he could be put on duty for any number of hours or any number of
days at a stretch. This is humanly not possible. The policemen are nevertheless
made to put in long hours of work. The National Police Commission, in its first
report (1979), mentioned that “a job analysis conducted by the National
Productivity Council had shown that the working hours of the subordinate police
officers range from 10 to 16 hours every day of seven days in a week”. Another
survey conducted by McKinsey & Co. in 2003 identified long working hours
(average 14 hours per day) and limited leave as prominent factors responsible
for no motivation and high stress levels. A recent study (2014) sponsored by
Bureau of Police Research & Development on the National Requirement of
Manpower for 8-Hour Shifts in Police Stations brought out the following picture of
long hours of work for policemen:
“Staff members of police stations have to remain on duty for 11 hours or
more per day. 27.7% SHOs and 30.4% supervisory officers even reported
that their staff worked for more than 14 hours a day.
As if this is not enough, 73.6% of police station staff indicated that they
were not able to avail weekly offs even once a month…What makes the
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situation even worse is that most (over 80%) of the staff are commonly
recalled to duty during their off time, to deal with emergencies of law and
order, VIP bandobust or other works.
The situation of inordinately long and irregular working hours for police
station staff is, thus, quite serious. Long and irregular work hours have
multiple negative impacts on efficient policing, since weary, over-worked
and over-exhausted personnel cannot be expected to put in their best in
their work.”
Kerala was the first state which tried to introduce eight hour duties. Haryana has
recently introduced the shift system. UP has also announced that it would be
giving one day off to the policemen every ten days. The change-over would
require an increase in manpower. The BPRD Study referred to above had
projected the requirement of additional manpower as 3,37,500 only for
introducing eight-hour shifts in all police stations of the country. This is not a
very large number. However, to start with, we may have 12-hour shifts and, in
course of time, plan for 8-hour duties.

Training remains a neglected area which calls for comprehensive improvement.
An amount of Rs.1086.11 crores was spent on police training at all India level
during 2014-15 which was only 1.46% of the total police expenditure of Rs.
74257.66 crores. The training academies in most of the states have very poor
infrastructure in terms of buildings, equipment, literature and facilities. What is
worse, the most unwanted police officers are dumped in these institutions. Bereft
of any motivation, these officers are not able to inspire or inculcate high values
among the trainees. As recommended by the Second Administrative Reforms
Commission, the deputation to training institutions must be made more attractive
in terms of facilities and allowances so that the best talent is drawn as instructors.
Besides, training should focus on bringing attitudinal change in police so that they
are more sensitive to citizens’ needs. Army training institutes attract the best
talent and officers look forward to undergoing training. A similar environment
needs to be created in the police also. Another Committee on the lines of Gore
Committee needs to be appointed to go into the entire gamut of training and
make appropriate recommendations.

Government of India has, as a follow-up to the recommendation of the 14th
Finance Commission, de-linked eight centrally sponsored schemes from its
support as the states’ share of the central tax has been increased to 42%. These
schemes include modernization of police forces. There is a genuine apprehension
that modernization projects would suffer a setback because the majority of the
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state governments are not sensitive to modernization of police forces. There are
Chief Ministers with a feudal outlook and, besides, there is severe funds crunch at
the state level. It has however been clarified that non-plan funding to states for
police modernization would continue. Whether that would be adequate needs to
be carefully examined
Modernisation of police forces, particularly in the following fields must get high
priority.
 cyber security,
 counter- terrorism/insurgency, and
 use of technology in various aspects of policing

It is worth mentioning here China spends much more on internal security than
defense. According to available figures, while it spent 119 billion dollars on
defense, the expenditure on internal security was 123 billion dollars. It is high
time that we invest in police and make sizeable funds available for its
modernization and upgradation.

The police control rooms in the states need to be upgraded. There should be a
universal number which people could dial in any part of the country for police
assistance in an emergency, like 911 in US, 999 in UK or 112 in EU. MHA’s
National Emergency Response System (NERS) needs to be given a push. In
Madhya Pradesh, the state government have set up DIAL 100 Call Centre with
elaborate standard operating procedures. UP is also planning to unveil a similar
facility on October 2, 2016. Other states need to introduce similar arrangements.

The National Police Commission, in its sixth Report, had recommended that in
large cities, that is those with a population of five lakhs and above and even in
places where there may be special reasons like speedy urbanisation,
industrialisation, etc., the system of Police Commissionerate should be
introduced. The Commissioner should be a police officer of adequate maturity,
seniority and expertise, and he should have complete authority over the force and
be functionally autonomous. We may, in the present context, plan to have
Commissionerate system in urban areas with a population of ten lakhs or more.
There is fierce resistance to the Commissionerate system from the bureaucracy
and it has been seen that even when the Chief Minister was agreeable to
introducing the system, the bureaucracy managed to scuttle it. The resistance
would have to be overcome in public interest.
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The Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems is an ambitious project to
network police stations across the country. The project was sanctioned as far
back as 2009 with the aim of establishing seamless connectivity among the
15,000 police stations and 5,000 supervisory police officers. Funds to the tune of
Rs. 2,000 crores were allocated for the project and it was to be completed by
2012. Its implementation has however been tardy. The CCTNS is a very useful
project which would enable the police stations exchange information on a whole
range of subjects related to crime and criminals. Fortunately, government has
realized its importance and given March 2017 as the deadline for its completion.
It must be ensured that there is no further delay.
The National Intelligence Grid or NATGRID was meant to bolster India’s counterterrorism capabilities. The project entailed combining 21 sensitive databases
relating to domains such as banks, credit cards, cellphone usage, immigration
records, motor vehicle registration, income tax records into a single database for
access by authorized officers from central agencies like the IB, RAW, CBI, DRI,
and ED. It is essentially a data transfer tool that would give investigators a 360
degree profile of a suspect. This scheme also needs to be given a push.

The founding fathers of the Constitution had placed “public order” and “police”
under the State List of the seventh schedule. During the last nearly seven
decades, however, the law and order situation in the country has undergone a sea
change. There are threats to internal security which have inter-state and even
international ramifications. Terrorism is sponsored from across the borders and
there are outfits which have bases on our western and eastern flanks. Maoist
insurgency has spread across vast areas of Central India. It is simply beyond the
competence of a state to handle these problems without the active involvement
and support of the Centre. Even otherwise, the states are depending very heavily
on the Union Government for the maintenance of law and order even of a routine
nature. Communal riots, caste clashes, mela arrangements, inter-state disputes
and similar other challenges necessitate deployment of Central Armed Police
Forces. It would be in the fitness of things therefore if “police” and “public order”
are brought on the Concurrent List of the seventh schedule of the Constitution. It
would rationalize and give de jure status to what prevails de facto on the ground.
It is possible that the Constitutional amendment required to bring police in the
Concurrent List would face rough weather. As a via media, it is, therefore,
suggested that the Centre should declare certain crimes as Federal Crimes and
entrust their investigation to a central agency. The Second Administrative
Reforms Commission was of the view that the following offences could be
included in the category of Federal Crimes:
i.
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
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Terrorism
Acts threatening National Security
Trafficking in arms and human beings
Sedition
Major crimes with inter-state ramifications
Assassination of (including attempts on) major public figures
Serious economic offences

The investigation of federal crimes could be entrusted to the NIA/CBI.

The internal security scenario is indeed dismal. To tackle the various problems
effectively, we must have a comprehensive Internal Security Doctrine so that
officers in the field are clear about the objectives and the methods to be adopted
to achieve those. The legal framework would also need to be strengthened. Thus,
we must have an Organized Crimes Act and give more teeth to the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention Act). Federal crimes would need to be defined. These
measures must however be accompanied by radical reforms in the police so as to
strengthen the law enforcement machinery at the grassroots level. The Supreme
Court’s directions must be implemented in letter and spirit. Police reforms are
much too urgent to be delayed and much too important to be neglected any
longer. A professional police accountable to the people of the country and placing
the highest importance to upholding the Rule of Law will provide the essential
foundation for a progressive, modern India. Besides, the capabilities of the state
police would need substantial augmentation, improvement and modernization in
terms of manpower, infrastructure and other resources. There are no short-cuts
to tackling the challenges. We shall have to comprehensively revamp the entire
security architecture.
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